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Reviewed scientific articles:


9. WASA, 1998: Changing waves and storms in the Northeast Atlantic?, *Bull. Amer. Met. Soc.*, **79**, p 741-760. This article was written by the participating staff (including E. Kaas) in the EU-project WASA.


Reviewed scientific book chapters

Kaas, E., H. von Storch and I. Lozano, 2000: "Wind driven sea level variations in the past and in the future";
Kaas, E. and H. von Storch, 2000: "Wind and pressure forcing and the implications for sea level".
Sánchez-Archilla, A, P. Hoekstra, J.A. Jiménez, E. Kaas and A. Maldonado, 2000: "Climate change implications for coastal processes".


Other scientific book chapters

Other scientific reports, proceedings and articles (extracts)


Review: European Union: issue 20”, 568-570. ISSN 1472-3395


Educational articles / book chapters / material:
Kaas, E., Kaj Mantzius Hansen, Wilhelm May, Henrik Voldborg, Maryanne Kmit, Martin Stendel, Jan-Peter Schulz, Ole Bøssing Christensen, Jens Hesselbjerg Christensen, Sirpa Kilund, Annette Guldberg and Uffe Andersen, 2000: An interactive system for animating the greenhouse induced change in different weather parameters: "Climate of the Future". Exhibition at the Experimentarium, Copenhagen, DK. Background text also available at: http://www.dmi.dk/pub/STOWASUS-2100/Experimentarium/


Seminar and conference presentations:
In the order of 390 oral presentations at international conferences, seminars, workshops and symposia. Approximately 30 invited talks.